
LINEAR PROGRAMMING USING EXCEL APPLICATION

Today we'll be learning how to solve Linear Programming problem using MS Excel? Linear programming (LP) is useful
for resource.

Still won't solve? In Solver, we need to define three key components of our spreadsheet model. Check the
problem as entered. If everything appears correct, click Solve. Instead, relying on linear programming to
analyse the business problem leads to a production mix that definitively maximises profits. Tips: with proper
use of absolute cell references, you only have to enter the first constraint left-hand side formula. If Solver
finds a solution a dialogue box with the title "Solver Results" will pop-up. On doing this, at the bottom of the
screen Excel will inform you of Solver's progress, then on finding an optimal solution the dialogue box shown
in Figure Five will appear. The constraint is the b matrix. Excel A management accountant's knowledge of
relevant revenues and costs is important for many decisions, among them capital budgeting, outsourcing,
special orders, product mix, and the adding or dropping of specific product lines. The "Set Target Cell:" is the
objective function. Figure Three: Entering Constraints The cell reference is to the cell containing your
constraint formula, so for the Plant One constraint you enter B Firstly, Excel is perhaps the most popular
spreadsheet used both in business and in universities and as such is very accessible. Next you enter the range
of cells you want Solver to vary, the decision variables. An intuitive response might have been to focus all
production on the washing machine that provides the greater profits per unit ie, Arkel. In recent years,
however, several standard business packages, such as spreadsheets, have started to include an LP solving
option, and Microsoft Excel is no exception. These cells should correspond to cells in the spreadsheet that
represent decision variables in the mathematical model. It should also be noted that while all the mathematical
expressions for the objective function and constraints in linear programming are necessarily linear in nature
hence the name; see the sidebar "Limitations of Linear Programming" at the bottom of the page , the technique
remains one of the most widely used methods of optimisation, and the largest and most complex linear
programming problems have millions of decision variables and hundreds of thousands of constraints. This
example provides one setting where linear programming can be applied. Given that we are executing linear
programming, we select Simplex LP as the solving method in Solver. To comment on this article or to suggest
an idea for another article, contact Jeff Drew, an FM magazine senior editor, at Jeff. Click the Add button next
to the "Subject to the Constraints" section, which brings up: For each constraint: click in the "Cell Reference"
box, then click the cell that contains the formula for the left-hand side total change the constraint type if
necessary click the Constraint box and select the cell that contains the constraint right-hand side click Add to
finish the constraint Repeat the above steps for additional constraints. Doing so is encouraged to make your
spreadsheet more readable and to remind you of the constraint types, but these cells are not used by the solver.
It almost never guesses correctly. See the Excel Add-Ins web page for details. To learn more, click
Optimization Problem Types. The three reports are generated in new sheets in the current workbook of Excel.
Cells C7:C9 contain the amount of each production input required in the production of each unit of Arkel,
while cells D7:D9 contain the amount of each production input required in the production of each unit of
Kallex. In the right hand white box you enter the cell reference to the cell containing the RHS value, which for
the Plant One constraint is cell C In particular, it has only 3, hours of labour, 1, feet of rubber hosing, and
drums available. Specifically, cells E7:E9 represent the left-hand side of the constraint functions while cells
F7:F9 represent the right-hand side of the constraint functions. Standard form linear programs generally use a
LP Simplex solving method. Further, indicating that unconstrained variables should be non-negative sets the
decision variable bound where both X1 and X2 are greater than or equal to 0. Cells E7:E9 calculate the total
amounts of each production input that will be used in the production cycle based on the corresponding number
of units of Arkel and Kallex that are produced. Together, cells E7:E9 and F7:F9 represent the drum, labour,
and rubber hosing constraint functions stated in our original mathematical model. On clicking OK, you will
then be able to access the Solver option from the new menu option Tools Solver which appears below Tools
Scenarios X does not have to have a non negative constraint. Before we continue, it's important to note that
this article is not intended to be an exhaustive course in linear programming.


